
 

EXISTING STANDARD PROPOSED STANDARD RATIONALE 
N/A - NEW Standard No. 9 

Marketing and Advertisement of Services 
 
Any lawyer either singly or as part of a group or firm of lawyers, who 
markets or advertises in any manner and in any media, with respect to 
any law practice, shall ensure that the form and substance of that 
marketing or advertising complies with the Code of Professional 
Conduct and made pursuant to the Legal Profession Act. Also, any 
marketing and advertisement shall be accurate; shall depict the lawyer, 
the group of lawyers, the law firm and the legal profession in a positive 
manner and shall not depict the lawyer or the group of lawyers or law 
firm as possessing qualities or skills that are superior to other members 
of the Society. 1  
 
COMMENTARY  
 
Lawyers’ marketing and advertising, whilst permitted, must be in 
professional good taste and in keeping with the best interests of the 
public. 2  
 
While lawyers are certainly able to market and advertise that they have 
preferred areas of practice, any portrayals that they are specialized in a 
particular area or areas of practice are generally prohibited. 3  
 
Lawyers are able to market and advertise that they have certain 
education, skills or other qualifications so long as the education, skills or 
other qualifications can be reasonably demonstrated or documented. 4  
 
Lawyers are able to advertise their fees. 5  

 
While lawyers are permitted to solicit business, it is never appropriate or 
proper to solicit another lawyer’s client. 6  

 
If lawyers maintain social media profiles, they must bear in mind that this Rule 

This new standard serves as 
a companion to Sections 4.2 
(Marketing) and 4.3 
(Advertising Nature of 
Practice) of the Code of 
Professional Conduct and is 
to provide proactive guidance, 
additional commentary and 
set minimum standards for 
lawyer and law firm marketing 
and advertising. 
 
In particular, the standard 
provides guidance on the use 
of social media in carrying out 
these activities. 
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is applicable, and the lawyer, law firm or group of lawyers is responsible for all 
content posted on a website or profile. A lawyer’s social media profile that is 
used primarily or exclusively for personal purposes is also subject to this Rule. 
All lawyers have an obligation to understand that they bear an ethical 
responsibility associated with all the content they have posted. 7  
 
A lawyer may provide general answers to legal questions asked on social 
media. A lawyer, however, cannot provide specific legal advice on a social 
media network to a non-client because a lawyer’s responsive communications 
may be found to have created an attorney-client relationship and legal advice 
also may impermissibly disclose information protected by the attorney-client 
privilege. 8  
 
Due to the “live” nature of real-time or interactive computer-accessed 
communications, which includes, among other things, instant messaging and 
communications transmitted through a chat room, a lawyer must not “solicit” 
business from the public through such means. If a potential client initiates a 
specific request seeking to retain a lawyer during real-time social media 
communications, a lawyer may respond to such request. However, such 
response must be sent through non-public means and must be kept 
confidential, whether the communication is electronic or in some other format. 
E-mails and attorney communications through a website or over social media 
platforms, such as Twitter, should be considered real-time or interactive 
communications. 9 This Rule does not apply if the recipient is a close friend, 
relative, former client, or existing client, although the ethics rules would 
otherwise apply to such communications. 10  

 
NOTES  

 
1. See generally Chapter 4 of Code of Professional Conduct. See also AG 

(Canada) v. Law Society of BC et al, [1982] 2 SCR 307-Law Societies 
have the authority to regulate advertising by lawyers within the 
profession. Section 32 of the Combines Investigation Act (now s. 45 
Competition Act (Canada) does not apply to Law Societies. Regulation 
respecting advertising does not infringe lawyers’ right to freedom of 
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speech as set out in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. See also 
Jabour et al v. Law Society of BC (1979), 98DLR (3d) 442 (BCSC) and 
Law Society of BC v. AG (Canada) (1980), 115 DLR (3D)549 (BCCA); 

 
2. Paragraph 4.1-2 of the Code of Professional Conduct. See also In Re 

Klein et al and Law Society of Upper Canada (1985), 50 OR (2d) 118 
(Ont HC) in particular the dissent of Henry J where he said: 

 
“There is a line to be drawn beyond which anyone would consider it 
unreasonable that a member of an honourable and highly 
intellectual profession should go. This is principally a question of 
applying a standard of propriety and good taste in the interests of 
preserving the self-worth of the member and the public perception 
of the member as a representative of what ought to be a dignified 
and responsible profession. The Law Society clearly has a role in 
ensuring that its members are not seen as buffoons or hucksters.”  
 

3. Paragraph 4.3-1 of the Code of Professional Conduct together with 
Commentary following. 

 
4. Paragraph 4.2-1 of Code of Professional Conduct 
 
5. Paragraph 4.2-2 Code of Professional Conduct 

 
6. Paragraph 4.2-1 (c). See also Commentary [1] (b) & (e) following 

paragraph 4.2-1 of the Code of Professional Conduct. See also Chapter 
7 of the Code of Professional Conduct 
 

7. Chapter 3.3 of the Code of Professional Conduct 
 

8. See Chapter 7.5 of the Code of Professional Conduct and the 
Commentary following it. 
 

9. Ibid. 
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10. It is not always easy for the lawyer to identify when the Solicitor-Client 
relationship if formed with persons where the lawyer has a pre-existing 
relationship. In questionable situations, the Lawyer should assume that 
the third party’s perception that a solicitor-client relationship existed will 
be preferred. See NSBS v. Meagher (2012). 
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